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Tree of the month up to 14th is Alder (see previous month) thereafter the willow
– above.

Welcome to the April 2016 website.
A warm welcome too to the many new readers from the vast area covered by The
Paul Hudson Weather Show on BBC Radio Leeds and it is syndicated across the
north midlands, Lincolnshire and is heard even in Aviemore, different accent on
your radios too, but from the emails I receive much appreciated, thank you all for
your interest.
Sadly for the SE, there is no interest from the BBC local radio stations south of
Birmingham, which is strange as I have done BBC World Service radio and TV. A
pity since many could listen and learn from such broadcasts, and now so to
business.
March 21st – St Benedict – Quarter Day, therefore where the wind blows this day
that is the predominant direction for the next three months (to June 24th
Midsummer/St John, next Quarter day). Wind direction was NNE (for the eastern
side of the UK) but maybe NNW for the rest of the UK, regardless, a cold spring,
especially for areas bordering the North sea and again as in 2014 and 2015 cold
winds well into June. Therefore my earlier prediction from the methodology is
well proven again, and a cold spring and early summer. However, there are also
several saws for this day and for the last few days of this month – that also
explain the inclement weather for after Easter, and I enumerate a few here to give
an indication of how the methodology works and dovetails perfectly.
And for the national newspaper journalists who predicted a 20C summer burn at
Easter – get real that was never going to happen.
OK some other pertinent saws for the 21st March that point to a cold spring:
1.
2.
3.
4.

It did not freeze therefore a fertile year (despite a cold spring).
Fog in March gives frosts in May (beware the ice-maidens 11th to 14th May).
When March as April weather, then April will have March weather.
March has not been a really cold month, therefore a poor July & August
(already the methodology points to this).
5. Not a particularly frosty winter, therefore not a brilliant pea harvests.
6. Third week of March again proved to be the driest week of the year.
7. The last 3 days of March are called ‘borrowing days,’ for if they are
unusually stormy they are said to have been borrowed from April, however

3 days of wind and rain at the end of March is the norm – which helps
explain the Easter weather.
8. Broadly speaking, significant plant growth commences at 6C or above,
which helps explain the slow spring 2016 growth.
I hope the above helps to explain the methodology for a cold spring, and do not
forget that the moons into the second week of April are ‘frost’ moons, therefore
no surprise that the Met Office warn of colder nights for Easter.
So having now settled the weather through to June, more or less well predicted, I
continue with other matters in this preamble.
I sometimes despair on what nature and the methodology predicts/produces, and
what actually happens, for in all good faith I publish the predictions using tried and
tested methodology only to find that the actual weather is something completely
different! As a result I get a lot of adverse comments and the usual derogatory
comments from ‘the experts and their ilk.’ Therefore I am seriously considering
abandoning such predicting and leaving it to the ‘all knowing experts.’
I predicted a cold January from the second week in and even colder February – so
sods law intervenes and we have the warmest winter for years, more or less
continuous westerly winds, a wet January and a dry February – so why do I bother?
In my defence all I say is ‘who predicted the wet January, dry February and warmest
winter for years? To date though I have looked hard, I found no-one.
I sit here mid-March; it is now what I predicted for January and February and up to
the second week of April, cold frosty nights, and dry sunny calm days, not exactly
warm, but sunny and pleasant. So what is going on in the weather world?
Nobody can give an explanation.

I use nature as one of the basics of the methodology for it is never wrong and very
reliable. Nature laid in a massive store of fruits, berries, hips haws etc for the
winter – these are now nearly exhausted, yet spring has not arrived, but careful
examination of, ivy, holly, yew, laurel and bay trees reveals that nature has restocked with new berries, which tells me that spring is still a long way off. The
Times on 11th March estimated another six weeks. No sap was rising on 24th

February – St Mattee; it was very cold on 22nd February – St Peter, which means
the cold will last longer; a wet January gives a wet spring. If you look, the
bluebells are late, precious few leaf buds on any trees, even the blackthorn is later,
nature still has some winter to run, and, as such I stick with the previous
predictions of a cold spring.

Having said that, on 25th February I found a small pink flowered wild plant called a
coral root growing adjacent to running water – which apart from crocus, daffodil,
lesser celandines, snowdrops, primroses, red dead nettles, white nettles and a few
isolated speedwell were the sole flowering plants. I found a second such plant on
29th in identical situation. There is an old saw, that this plant, in places locally
known as the cuckoo plant, flowers some 36 hours before the arrival of the
cuckoo, alerting the reed bunting to prepare the nest for the cuckoo to lay the
egg; all very well in mid-April when the red bunting and cuckoo arrive, but not
some six weeks early! I mentioned this plant to the local postmen (they hear
everything) and farmers as I thought the plant an aberration (as the cherry
blossom in December). So imagine my amazement when I had many notes in the
letter box and verbally too from numerous sources that indeed the cuckoo had
been heard two miles away, many times and by many people too. Incredible!
This now raises the problem, where is the cuckoo going to lay the egg since the
reed bunting is not here yet? There are precious few insects about so what will it
eat? How will it survive the frosty nights? I will watch with interest to see how
nature looks after this bird – maybe the new crop of berries, as above, are part of
the scheme, but it just shows me that such old saws do in fact prove their worth.
There is a downside to this cuckoo however; the earlier it arrives the earlier it
departs, it does not like flying in cold wet rain I am reliable told. It arrives in mid
April and departs first week in July. My methodology indicates a cold wet July;
therefore the cuckoo will depart in the warmer June weather – another part of
natures jigsaw falls into place – again a full season ahead.

To have a good summer you need a wet cold February – work out for yourself
what summer will be like in 2016!!

I read conflicting national newspaper headlines about Easter, some say
a heat wave of 20C; some say it will pour with rain, all I say is that I
think it will be dry cold and sunny, maybe in the north with some
snow underfoot – we will see!

I warned that 2016 will be a cheesy year – explanation last month, but
here in the SE I think though it may well be a cheesy year – damp, wet
but not flooding rain, that may well not be the case for north of the line
mid Wales to Birmingham to Norwich.
The last 18 days of February
and the first 10 days of March give a good indication of the dampness
or otherwise of the year to come; here the benchmark (Edenbridge) is
100mm over this period. This year the total is 65.5mm which is just two
thirds of the expected rainfall; there is good saw that states that this is
reliable marker to how wet or dry the following months will be, but that
if a drought is to arrive later in the year, then this indicates the severity
of it. I now will watch the next few weeks to see what nature indicates
concerning this, but interesting since all else points to a damp year, I will
inform you here of any markers.

Word of advance warning for the fruit growers, horticulturalists and
gardeners, the blackthorn winter 11th to 14th April could damage any
soft plants; but more importantly the ice-maidens 11th -14th May and
19th May, absent for the last two years – hence the wonderful fruit
harvests – will this year be a problem. How much of a problem? In
1991 over two nights the Ice-maidens destroyed 66% of the whole
French grape industry blossoms; so late May frosts this year will be a
problem. How do I know – the methodology works very well – but in
simple terms, see the Christmas Day saw about the sunshine – there
was no Christmas Day sunshine 2015.
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APRIL 2016
NEW MOON = 7th @ 1225hrs = Snow/rain
1st QUARTER MOON = 14th @ 0500hrs = Stormy
FULL MOON 22nd @ 0625hrs = Stormy
LAST QUARTER MOON 30th @ 04.30hrs = Rain.
Highest spring tides 7th to 11th
Apogee 21st @ 1606hrs:

Perigee 7th @ 1737hrs

BUCHAN COLD PERIOD 11th – 14th.
1st

All Fools Day Should it rain on All Fools Day, it brings good crops of corn and
hay.

3rd

Low Sunday

4th

Hop Monday Hop pole erection day.

6th

Latter Lady Day - the cold comes on the water.

7th

Perigee @ 1737hrs

10th

Pastor Sunday
(15th May).

11th - 14th

This Sunday settles the weather for the whole summer

If it rains this day it will rain every Sunday until Pentecost

Blackthorn Winter

14th Cuckoo Day The cuckoos song is first heard about this time.
15th

St Basilissa Swallows arrive.

16th

St Padarn
crops.

17th

Perigee 04.54hrs

21st

Apogee @ 1606hrs

Celtic Goddess - traditionally the day to start weeding growing

23rd St George Comes the cuckoo and the nightingale. When St George growls
(thunder) in the sky, wind and storms are drawing nigh. Harebell flowering
day.
Mallard Day From a festival at All Souls College, Oxford. Perigee 0024hrs
23rd to 26th

A cold stormy period bringing heavy showers.

25th St Mark As long before this day frogs are heard a-croaking, so long
will they keep quiet afterwards. The cuckoo heralds the arrival of migratory
birds from the south, indicating the return of summer.

NO MET OFFICE NOTES:

BUCHAN NOTES: 11th to 14th is cold period.

The full moon this month is known as the Pink Moon.
The tree of the month up to the 14th is the Alder, thereafter the Willow.

General Notes and Comments
The month of season changes, young leaves and blossoms unfold. April and
May are the keys to the whole year.
The first really cheerful month of the year.
Rarely a very wet month, can be completely dry.
Annual humidity is at its lowest and can produce dust storms.
Hottest ever April in 2007/2011
As a general rule, April weather is a mixture of all sorts.
April weather, rain and sunshine together.
We must suffer a cold wet April if we want a good summer.
Cold weather in April is supposed to be good for bumper harvest. A cold April barn will fill.
A dry March and a rainy April makes a beautiful May.
Most old sayings say it is best to have a wet April.
When April blows his horn, ‘tis good for hay and corn.
[the reference to ‘horn’ means thunder, it also means a good summer]
April cold and wet fills the barns best yet.
April wet, good wheat.
After a cold April the barns fill best.
April cold and wet fills barns and barrels.
April rain makes large sheaves.
April showers bring May flowers.
East wind in spring a brilliant summer will bring.

When doves start to coo the last frosts have gone.
After a wet April a dry June. After a moist April a clear June.
Spring has come when a virgin can cover six daisies with her foot.
When winter meets summer it fortells a hot dry summer [sometimes a
prolonged winter seems to turn into summer overnight].
The weather in the second half of April fortells the summer. [wise words
commanding respect]
Cloudy April - dewy May. Thunderstorms in April - floods in May.
Showery April -Flowery May.
Dry Spring - wet Autumn. Thunder in spring and cold it will bring.
Blackthorn Winter - 11th -14th April.
Just as the Blackthorn is coming into blossom expect some fine weather.
However if the flower arrives before the leaf then expect a cold snap.
AND
If he blooms before the leaves appear, be sure there will be a bitter spell perhaps even with snow. [this is a most accurate saying]
23rd St Georges Day - If it rains today St George eats all the cherries.
Much February snow - April summer doth show. [check records]
Early Cuckoo - dry summer (arrival in or before early April). The later he arrives
the worse the summer.
When March has April weather, April will have March weather.
E/NE winds reach their greatest frequency during April and May.
After a warm April and a warm October, a warm year to come.
A dry Lent spells a fertile year.
April, more than March, can have both summer and winter embrace it. April
can also be more snowy than December. Classic April snowstorms of
1966 &1981. Whilst in 1949 the mercury topped 80F(27C).
April has the face of a monk and the claws of a cat.
Thunderstorms in April is the end of hoar-frost.

If the first three days be foggy, there will be a flood in June. (rain in June will
make the lanes boggy)
April may be famous for its showers, but it is rarely a very wet month. Quite
the contrary - April is one of the driest months of the year in all parts of
the UK.
Greenfly at Easter, June will blister.
Rainy Easter - a cheesy year (much rain = plenty of grass)
Northerly winds over northern Europe reach their highest frequency around
15th June; But are rare after 20th June. Meanwhile SW winds blow
comparatively infrequently from late March until 10th June, but are very
much more common during the rest of June.
From the same research, taking England & Wales as a whole, the driest months
of the year are: - March, April & May, and occasionally February and
June. These months are also the months when long drags of unsettled
westerly winds are unlikely to occur. Monthly rainfall is between 2.3/2.6
inches (58/66mms) for each month from February to June.
From July onwards 3.2/3.8ins (81/96mms).
23rd/26th - A cold stormy period brings heavy showers.
There is also a similar period mid-month.
Tidal energies are ruled by moon particularly this month, possibly the reason
for the severely changeable weather at this time.

THE FULL MOON THIS MONTH IS KNOWN AS THE PINK MOON
The tree of the month up to the 14th is the Alder. Thereafter is the Willow.

Mean Max:

MONTHLY AVERAGES FOR EDENBRIDGE (USING 1981-2010 FIGURES)
15.5C
Mean Min:
3.3C Mean Avg:
9.4C

Rainfall:

60.5mm

Sunshine:

191.9hrs (day = 6.4hrs)

Whilst I appreciate the above are local figures, it will be an indication of what the averages
are, and, of course there will be local variations. Such variations can be found by trawling
the various weather websites, or by using the superb data found in the Climatologists
Observers Link website.
The following figures are for the average temperature at 12 noon and again at 4pm, taken at
the beginning and again at the end of the month.
1st
30th
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12.2C
14.4C

Edenbridge

13.3C
15.5C
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Supermoon

Tides

All fools day
Low sunday
hop monday

Snow/rain

perigee 1737hrs

perigee 1737hrs highest tides
7 - 11th
]

Pastor sunday

Stormy

]
Blackthorn

11th -14th

winter

cold period

11th-14th
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]
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St Basilissa
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St George
St Mark
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]

Cuckoo day

DATE

01/04/2016
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Chandler & Gregory
Barry & Perry

Brooks

Lamb

Buchan

28/3 to 1st Cold stormy period

Met Office

Season

30/3 - 17/6
spring

10th - 15th Stormy
11th - 14th
12th - 19th cold stormy period

cold
period

peak day

peak day
peak day
peak day

29th to 16th May Northerly

30/3 - 17/6

weather with some

spring

anti-cyclonic periods

